for some e^ep" 1^) . Section 2 gives a characterization of those subgroups Hcπ 1 Actually E is automatically an ANR if B is (see § 3), so the hypothesis of (1.1) is just a condition on X and B. We begin the proof of (1.1) by considering two lemmas, the first of which is a result in Spanier [6; 2.5.10] . LEMMA 
Every Hurewicz fibration with unique path lifting whose base space is locally path connected and semilocally 1-connected and whose total space is locally path connected is a covering projection onto its image.
Since we eventually want to apply this result to the map p: E ([4; p. 186] ) and consequently is locally contractible ([4; p. 96] 
admits an open refinement β t consisting of convex sets. For each xe X and index i, let V x1ί be a, member of the covering β t which contains f(x). Form the convex set V x = Π?=i V*,i ^o r eac h ^6 Xand choose by the regularity of X a closed neighborhood A x c f~ι( V x ) of x. By the compactness of X, select points x u , x m of X so that {A, = A β .: j = 1, , m} is a collection of closed sets which cover X; then let V, -V Xi an y i>4 = 7^. Note that
This follows from the facts that f(A ό ) c V^ Π Y and that y,-is contained in Vj ti , a member of the covering βi which refines α { .
We define an open neighborhood of
by K=f\K(A jy V 3 Π Γ) .
Our first claim for K is that it lies in P, i.e., that for geK, g(Ci)cz U t (i = 1, •••, w) Since {AyJJU is a cover of X, we need merely to show that g(Ci Π -Ay) c Ui for all i, j. If C« Π Ay = 0, the result holds trivially; if dΠ A 3 ^ 0, it follows from the relations g(Ci Π Aj) c flf(Ay) c Vj n the last being due to (1.4). and ω(0) = τ(0), then their associates ω', 7': / x X-+E agree on the subspace 0 x X of I x X and they are liftings of the associate α'\ I x X~>B. Since a covering map has the unique lifting property for connected spaces, the fact that 0 x X meets each component of / x X implies that o) f = 7' and hence o) = 7. This shows that p:
has unique path lifting. In view of Lemma 1.2 the proof that p: 
Proof. We proceed by induction on i ^ 2. Since p: W-+Z is a, covering projection, ft: π, ( W) -• ^.(Z) is an isomorphism for i ^ 2 and a monomorphism for j = 1. Then in the commutative diagram of (2.4) 7, r , 7 Z , and (ft)* are isomorphisms for p + q*z2,p*zl, hence p 2 is an isomorphism here. For p -0, g ^ 2, 7^, 7* are injective and (ft)* is bijective; consequently p 2 is injective. That p 2 is also surjective when p = 0, g ^ 2 follows from the definition of ^(X) in [3] and the following statement which has the same proof as that of [6, 7.6.22 {Z) by case (a). Before giving the proof of Theorem 2.1, we prove two lemmas. LEMMA 
If ρ:E-+B is a covering projection with E a path connected simple space and v': X-+E is a lifting of v: X->B, then there is a commutative ladder
in which the rows are exact and φ is an isomorphism.
Proof. By a theorem on page 351 of [3] , the images of
can be identified with the subgroups
= H\X, π x (E)) = π,{E), Eά(B)cEUB) = H\X, πjβ)) = ^(
by means of diagonal homomorphisms:
The identification process is natural in E, B and so there is a commutative ladder as indicated. To show that φ is an isomorphism we consider the following normal chains (see [3, p. 351] ) for π 1 (E x , v') , π 1 (B x , v) and maps induced by p is an isomorphism for i ^ 1. Via induction and the five lemma, these isomorphisms together with those of (2.9) imply that all but the top homomorphism of the ladder (2.8) are isomorphisms. LEMMA 
Let ρ:E-+B be a covering projection with E a path connected (simple) space. If in the commutative diagram E" G (E)c:EUE) & H°(X, π, 0 (B)dEUB) ~ H°(X, π x ), then E^(E) -π x {E).
Proof. We will show by induction on k ^ 2 that E^{E)
in which p$ tk is an isomorphism for k ^ 2 by (2.5) and p* t0 is a monomorphism for fc ^ 2 because | O # is a monomorphism. In order to prove d\ is zero for k ^ 2, we need only show ker c^ Z) im p?, 0 for fe ;> 2. We proceed by induction on k ^ 2. For fc = 2, the statement follows from the relations
If we assume ker d Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose that G c π ι (B x , v) can be realized by a mapping covering, i.e., there exists a covering projection p:E-+ B and a lifting v': X-> E of v: X-» B such that ft(τr 1 (£ rχ , v') = G and Pt (πjfi, v'(x 0 )) = (β β0 )*(G). Since we may assume that £7 is path connected and simple, Lemma 2.7 is applicable. If follows from commutativity of the diagram given there and the surjectivity of φ that
Furthermore, we have relations
Conversely, suppose given Gz)K B and G' = (β Xo )*(G) => ^(^(X a? 0 )) Using the subgroup G' c E~0(B) c 7^(2?, v(α? 0 )), it is possible to construct a covering projection p:E-+B with J5J a path connected simple space such that Pt(πJJS, e 0 )) = G'. Since ^(TΓ^X, a? 0 )) cff c ft(τr 1 (JS r , β 0 )), there exists a lifting v': (X, α? 0 ) ~^ (JB, e 0 ) of v: X-£. Then by Lemma (2.7) there is a commutative diagram
in which φ is an isomorphism and im p~ = G' = (β β0 ) # (G) since E~0(E) = TΓ^J^) by Lemma (2.10). It follows from some diagram chasing that fctoίtf*, t;')) = G. For convenience, throughout this section we assume that B is an ANR and X is a compact Hausdorίf space.
(a) Since a covering space of an ANR is locally homeomorphic to an ANR, it is an ANR provided it is metrizable (see [4] , III, 7.9 and 8.7). So Question (a) now reduces to a consideration of metrizability. THEOREM 
If p:E-*B is a covering with B metrizable, then E is metrizable.
The proof utilizes the characterization of T o spaces which are metrizable due to A. H. Stone (see [1], page 196 (e) We quote a result essentially due to Serre, [5] The proof follows easily from Federer's spectral sequence [3] .
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